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Curtain, Carpets and Sofa
Indemnity Form

Dear Value Customer

A&B (SEA) Pte Ltd promises to exercise the upmost care in handling our customer’s laundry and dry-cleaning
items. By entrusting your item/s to us, you are agreeing that A&B (SEA) Pte Ltd own count and inspection is
accurate and final and assignment of your items to A&B (SEA) Pte Ltd by yourself or an appointed person or
agent/s will be taken as your acceptance of our full terms and conditions. Before your items are handed to us,
please be sure to remove and retain all accessories and/or ornamental items, valuables of personal or
monetary value. If such accessories, ornaments or valuables are not removed, we may exercise our discretion
to remove them, but responsibility will not rest with A&B (SEA) Pte Ltd.
Curtains, carpets and sofas are often exposed to prolonged periods of sunlight. This inevitably leads
to the material becoming susceptible to tear, fade or generally loosing it’s original colour and/or
strength. In addition, often the manufacturer of these items do not pre wash the item/s, thus reducing
the potential of shrinkage.
We will of course do our best to ensure your items are handled in a proper way but there are always
risks. As curtains, carpets and sofas are considered high value items, we seek your understanding to
sign this indemnity form.
Condition of Service for Curtains Carpet & Sofa Processing
A&B (SEA) Pte Ltd shall not be held responsible for
(a) Any shrinkage, discoloration or distortion as a result of washing / dry cleaning.
(b) Any damage to curtains where the fabric had weakened due to age and usage. This is
especially so for curtains exposed to spotlights, sunlight and chlorine fume, moisture and sea
breeze.
(c) Curtains with blackout or plastic/latex coating, as some coating may blister, peel, self-stick or
dissolve.
(d) Curtains made from lightweight, sheer fabric such as organza, silk, lace or day curtains. Such
curtains are more affected by light exposure and have a shorter lifespan.
(e) Double-layered curtains which normally come with a lightweight fabric sewn together with a
heavy fabric. The heavier fabric might pull/drag the lightweight fabric causing distortion or the
lighter fabric to tear during the washing/dry cleaning process.
(f) Please also consider our full list of terms and conditions as seen on our website
www.abclean.sg
Please sign below to accept the conditions mentioned above.

Customer name, signature & date: ______________________________
Invoice Number: ____________________
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